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Match the sentences and pictures.

A. Kayla and Justin are twins. They say good-bye to their mom.
B. They are new students. They go to a new school.
C. Justin and Kayla sit at their desks. They meet new classmates.
D. They make new friends. Kayla’s new friend is Jenny. Justin’s new friend is Mike.

Unscramble the sentences.

A. are / Justin / twins. / and / Kayla
   Kayla and Justin are twins.

B. to / new / They / go / a / school.

C. new / They / classmates. / meet

D. friends. / They / new / make
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Her friend is Jenny. She has a bracelet. He has a baseball. The boys like baseball. They are outside. They are Jimmy and Mike.

A. Where are the students?  
They are outside.

B. Who likes baseball?  

C. Who is Kayla’s friend?  

D. What does Jenny have?  

E. Who are Justin’s friends?  

F. What does Justin have?  

A New School

Justin and Kayla have new friends at their new school. Kayla’s new friend is Jenny. Jenny likes art. She draws a lot. She also paints. Justin’s new friend is Mike. Mike likes sports. He plays baseball. He is very good! Kayla and Justin like their new school.

Answer the questions in complete sentences.

A. Where are Justin and Kayla?
   They are at their new school.

B. Who are their new friends?

C. What does Jenny like?

D. What does Mike play?

E. Do Justin and Kayla like their new school?

Read the paragraph again. Complete the outline.

**A New School**

**Topic Sentence:** Justin and Kayla have new **friends** at their new school.

A. Jenny
   1. is Kayla’s ________ friend
   2. likes ________
   3. ________ a lot
   4. paints

B. Mike
   1. is ________ new friend
   2. ________ sports
   3. plays ________
   4. is ________ good

**Concluding Sentence:** Kayla and Justin like their new ________.

Write sentences from the paragraph. Use the correct tenses.

A. New friend—Jenny
   Kayla’s **new friend is Jenny**.

B. New friend—Mike
   Justin’s ________________

C. Like art
   __________________________

D. Draw a lot
   She __________________________

E. Also paint
   She __________________________

F. Like sports
   __________________________

G. Play baseball
   He __________________________

H. Be very good
   He __________________________!
New Friends

Topic Sentence: Mary and Fiona have new friends at their new school.

A. Susan
1. is Mary’s new friend
2. likes music
3. sings a lot
4. dances

B. Amy
1. is Fiona’s new friend
2. likes jewelry
3. makes bracelets
4. is very talented

Concluding Sentence: Mary and Fiona like their new friends.

Use the outline from above to write sentences.

A. New friend—Susan     Mary’s **new friend is Susan.**
E. New friend—Amy       Fiona’s __________________________

B. Like music            __________________________
C. Sing a lot            She __________________________
D. Also dance            She __________________________

F. Like jewelry          __________________________
G. Make bracelets        She __________________________
H. Be very talented      She __________________________!
Find one mistake in each sentence. Circle the mistakes and rewrite the sentences.

A. Mike am good at baseball.  
   Mike is good at baseball.

B. Jenny draw a lot.  
   _______________________________

C. Justin’s friend new is Mike.  
   _______________________________

D. She like jewelry.  
   _______________________________

E. They likes their new school.  
   _______________________________

New Friends

Mary and Fiona have new friends at their new school. Mary’s new friend is Susan. Susan likes music. Mary and Fiona like their new friends.

Answer the questions with your own information.

A. What do you like?  
   _______________________________

B. Who is your best friend?  
   _______________________________

C. What do you do with your best friend?  
   _______________________________

D. What sports do you play?  
   _______________________________